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Abstract- This paper provides a brief overview of selected 
achievements by our group concerning cyclostationarity-based joint 
signal detection, classification, and blind parameter estimation [1 ]-[9]. 
These developments have important applications in signal intelligence, 
spectrum surveillance and management, and are highly relevant to 
spectrum sensing and awareness in cognitive radio. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The cyclostationarity properties of signals have been widely 
investigated for communications, biomedical, radar, and sonar 
applications. These properties can be exploited for various 
purposes, including signal detection, classification, parameter 
estimation, synchronization, and equalization [1]-[15]. 
Communication signals exhibit cyclostationarity associated with 
the symbol period, carrier frequency, pilot position, etc. [1]-[15]. 
This paper presents results on the first-, second-, and higher-order 
cyclostationarity-based signal features associated with amplitude 
modulation (AM), frequency shift keying (FSK), single carrier 
linearly digitally modulated (SCLD), such as phase shift keying 
(PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), cyclically 
prefixed SCLD (CP-SCLD), and generic and standard orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals. We also show 
how these features can be used for joint signal detection, 
classification, and blind parameter estimation. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 
models for the major signal classes. Section III defines first-, 
second-, and higher-order signal cyclostationarity and identifies 
the distinctive cyclostationarity-based signal features that 
correspond to each signal class. In Section IV we show how these 
features can be exploited for joint signal detection, classification, 
and blind parameter estimation. Numerical and simulation results 
are presented in Section V, and conclusions are drawn in Section 
VI. In addition, the definitions of time domain parameters of 
signal cyclostationarity and their sample estimates are given in 
Appendix A. Finally, a cyclostationarity test used for decision 
making in signal detection and classification is described in 
AppendixB. 

II. SIGNAL MODELS 
Using either the estimates or a priori knowledge of bandwidth 
and carrier frequency, the received signal can be extracted and its 
signal-to-noise ratio maximized by down-conversion and 
baseband fIltering. The resulting signal can be expressed as 

r(t) = s(t) + w(t), (l) 
where s(t) can be an AM, FSK, SCLD, CP-SCLD, or OFDM 
signal, and w(t) is the additive zero-mean Gaussian noise. 
For an AM signal, s(t) can be expressed as 

SAM(t) = A.eJgeJ21t!jfct (c9(rec) (0) + J.lAX(t -to», (2) 

where A is the signal amplitude, e is the phase, !1fc is the 
frequency offset, c9(rec) (0) is the Fourier transform of the 
impulse response of the equivalent low-pass receive filter, 

g(rec) (t), at zero frequency, with c9(rec) (0) = 1, J.lA is the 
modulation index, x(t) = m(t) ® g(rec) (t), with m(t) as the zero
mean real-valued band-limited modulating signal, to is the time 
delay, and j =..r-J.. 
For an FSK signal, s(t) is given by 

SFSK (t) = A.eJ9 eJ21t!jfct f eJ27ff"s/(t-/T-sT) g(t -IT -ET), (3) 
/=--00 

where 111 is the frequency deviation, T is the symbol period, E 
(0::;; E::;; 1) is the timing offset, g(t) is the overall impulse 
response of the transmit and receive filters, and s/ is the symbol 
transmitted within the lth symbol period. The data symbols {sf} 
are assumed to be zero-mean independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, with values drawn from the 
alphabet corresponding to the M-FSK modulation, i.e., s/ E {8m: 
8m=2m-l-M, m=I, ... ,M}, with the modulation order M 
restricted to powers of 2. 

' , 

For an SCLD signal, s(t) is written as 

sscw(t) = AeJ9 eJ27t!jfc1 f s/g(t -IT -E T). (4) 
/=--00 

The data symbols {s[} correspond either to a PSK or QAM signal 
constellation, and are assumed to be i.i.d. random variables. The 
model in (4) also holds for CP-SCLD, with Sl either as an 
information data symbol or part of the cyclic prefix (CP) [16]
[17]. CP-SCLD schemes employ block transmission with a CP of 
L symbols inserted at the beginning of each block of N data 
symbols [16]-[17]. The CP is formed by repeating the last L 
symbols from the N information data symbols (L < N ) of the 
block. To emphasize the block structure, the CP-SCLD signal 
model can be rewritten as [5], 

<X> N+L-\ 
scp-scw(t)=A.eJgeJ21t!jfct L L sb,/g(t-b(N+L)T-IT-ET), (5) 

b=--oo /=0 
where Sb,/ is the symbol transmitted within the lth symbol period 
of block b. Fig 1. shows the structure of a CP-SCLD transmission 
block. 

For the OFDM signal, set) is expressed as 
co K-l 

SOFDM(t) = Aejllej21r4(,,1 L LSk,/ej21rkl!{(I-IT-ST)g(t -IT -ET), (6) 1=--ook=O 
where K is the number of subcarriers, Sk,/ is the symbol 
transmitted on the kth subcarrier over the lth OFDM symbol 
period, I:!f is the frequency separation between two adjacent 
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subcarriers, T is the OFDM symbol period, which equals 
1'" + T"p , with 1'" = 1 / N being the useful symbol duration and T"p 
as the CP duration. The symbols {SkJ} are assumed to be i.i.d. 

Sb.O I ... I Sb.L_1 Sb.L I 
Lsymbol CP 

random variables, with values drawn either from a QAM or PSK 
signal constellation. 

... I Sb.N_1 I �b.N I ... ISb,N+L-1 - Sb.O = Sb.L_1 
Ndata symbols 

The bth transmission block 

Fig. 1. CP-SCLD block structure. 

The above are generic signal models. In practice, preambles, 

pilots, and reference symbols are often included for 

synchronization and estimation purposes [IS]-[22]. Here, we 

consider a model for mobile WiMAX OFDM signals, which are 

specified by the IEEE S02.l6e standard [IS]. The reader is referred to 
[S] for a model of the L TE OFDM signals; this is omitted here for 

brevity. Fig. 2 presents the IEEE S02.l6e time division duplex 

(TDD) frame structure, as per the current mobility certification 

profiles [19]-[20]. The standard frame duration can range from 2 

ms to 20 ms; however, existing WiMAX equipment supports 

only a 5 ms frame [IS], [21]. The frame is divided into two 

subframes, one for the downlink (DL) and another for the uplink 

(UL). The DL-to-UL subframe ratio is variable, to support 

different traffic profiles. 

I ..... 
m b 1 

S y , )' m m m b b b 
0 1 

S T )' T m G b 
0 1 

S )' m b 
0 1 )' R m T b G 

..... NOt. OFDM Symbols ..... ..... NUL OFDM Symbols ..... 
+---DL Subf"mc ---+ +- UL Subfrnmc---. Time 

Fig. 2. TDD frame structure for mobile WiMAX. 

Transition gaps separate the consecutive DL and UL subframes. In 

Fig. 2, TTG represents the DL-UL gap and is referred to as the 
transmit/receive transition gap, while RTG represents the UL-DL 
gap and is referred to as the receive/transmit transition gap. Note 

that the terminology used here follows the IEEE S02.l6e standard 
[19]-[20]. The DL subframe starts with a preamble as the first 
symbol. This is used for time and frequency synchronization and 
uniquely identifies a serving base-station. The OFDM symbols 
include three types of subcarriers: the data subcarriers to transmit 
information, the pilot subcarriers for estimation purposes, and the 
null subcarriers for guard bands [19]-[20]. The pilot symbol on 
subcarrier k is generated as S(0.5-wk)/3, with Wk as a value taken 
from a special pseudorandom binary sequence. The preamble does 
not contain pilot subcarriers. For more details on the preamble 
structure, the reader is referred to [19]-[20]. 
Following the above description, a model can be written for the 

mobile WiMAX OFDM signal as S(I) = Sp (l) + SDL (I) + SUL (I), with 

Sp (I), SDL (t), and SUL (t) as the signal components corresponding 

to the preamble, and the DL (excluding the preamble) and UL 

subframes, respectively. These components are given by [7], 
00 Kp 12 

Sp (l) = -4eJO eJ21O\fct L L bkg(t -IT -INi'TG) 
1=--«> k=-Kp 12,bO (7.a) 1 mod NF=0 

X eJ2trk4!(t-IT -IN;I TG ), 
00 KDL 12 
L L Ck,lg(t-IT-lINiI J TG) 

1=--«> k=-KoL/2,bO 
ImodNF"NoL 

ImodNF",O 

X eJ2trk!if(t-IT -llNil JTG), (7.b) 
00 KUL /2 

SUL(I) = 4r.eJOeJ21O\fct L L dk,lg(1 -IT -lINi' JTG -TTG) 
1=--«> k=-KUL 12,bO 

ImodNF>NOL 

X eJ2trk!if(t-IT-lINi' JTG-TTG), (7.c) 

where Kp ,KOL , and KUL are the number of non-null subcarriers in 
the preamble, DL, and UL symbols, respectively, -4, 4L , and 4L 
are the amplitude factors equal to 1IJ'K:, II�KOL' and II�KUL' 
respectively, bk is the data symbol transmitted on the kth subcarrier 
of the preamble, Ck,{ and dk,l are the (data and pilot) symbols 
transmitted on the kth subcarrier and within the lth OFDM symbol of 

the DL and UL subframes, respectively, NF is the number of 
symbols in the frame, N OL and NUL are the number of symbols in 
the DL (excluding the preamble) and UL subframes, respectively, 
TG = TTG + TRG is the total duration of the transition gaps within each 
frame, with TTG and TRG as the TTG and RTG transition gaps, 
respectively, and L.J denotes the floor function. Note that the data 

symbols are assumed to be zero-mean i.i.d. random variables, with 
values taken from either a PSK or QAM signal constellation. 

Note that Sp (l) in (7.a) depends on the position of the preamble at 
the beginning of each frame. The preamble index, I , is an integer 

multiple of the number of OFDM symbols in a frame 
(l mod N F = 0). Furthermore, the need to consider the total 
duration of the transition gaps within each frame contributes the 
shift of g(l) and eJ2trk4! by INi'TG' where INi' provides the 
frame index. Note that the symbol on each subcarrier, k, is the 
same for all preambles (bk does not depend on I ). 

III. SIGNAL CYCLOSTATIONARITY 

The time domain cyclostationarity parameters of the signals of 

interest are summarized in the following; for the definitions of these 
parameters the reader is referred to Appendix A. 



A. First-Order Signal Cyclostationarity 

The first-order cyclic cumulant (cq of the AM signals and the cycle 

frequency (CF) are given respectively as [1] 

Cr(/3)I,O =,A eJ9, 
lCr,I,O = {/3: /3 = 4fc}. 

(8) 

(9) 

Note that the CC equals zero at frequencies other than CF; this is 

valid for all subsequent results. The CC depends only on the signal 

amplitude and phase, while the CF depends only on the frequency 

offset. The CC magnitude, I cr(/3)I,ol =,A, depends only on the signal 

amplitude. 

For /" = i T -I, with i as an integer, the FSK signals exhibit first-order 

cyclostationarity, with the first-order CCs and the set of CFs 
given respectively as [1] 

Cr(/3)I,O =,AM-lejge-j2m;yT, (10) 

lCr,l,O = {/3: /3 = y + !if, with y = prl and p = ±i, ... ,±(M -I)i}. (11) 

The first-order CCs depend on the modulation order, signal 
amplitude, phase, timing offset, and product /"T and alphabet 
(both through yT = p ). The CC magnitude, I cr(/3)l ol =,A,M-l, 
depends only on the modulation order and signal amplitude. 
Moreover, this decreases with increasing M In addition, 
according to (11), the number of fIrSt-order CFs is equal to the 
modulation order, M, and for any given M, the CFs depend on the 
frequency offset, and frequency deviation and alphabet (both 
through y ). Also from (11), it can be easily seen that the distance 
between any two adjacent CFs equals 2/". 
Based on the symmetry of the points in the signal constellation, one 
can infer that SCLD, CP-SCLD, and OFDM signals do not exhibit 
first-order cyclostationarity. The same holds for the noise, as this is 
a zero-mean stationary process. The fIrst-order cyclostationarity can 
be exploited to distinguish between AM (characterized by a single 
fIrst-order CF), M-FSK (M first-order CFs), and SCLD, CP-SCLD, 
OFDM, and noise (no first-order CFs). 

B. Second-Order Signal Cyclostationarity 

The second-order/ one-conjugate CCs and the set of CFs for the 
SCLD signals are given respectively as [2]-[3] 

cr(/3; t)2,1 = u(r)r-le-J2 .. �T A( t) + cw(/3;t)2,1' (12) 

lCr,2,l = {/3: /3 = ir-l, i integer}, (13) 

where U(T)=,A2e-j2ru\f"CS,2,l and A(t) = L: g(t)g·(t+t)e-j2X�'dt. 
We refer to this as to the symbol-induced cyclostationarity. Note 
that the CC expression in (12) is valid only at the CFs given in 
(13), and for certain delays having values around zero (the range 
of these delays depends on the pulse shape). From (12), it is 
apparent that the CC magnitude for the signal component reaches 
a maximum at zero delay. 
The second-order/ one-conjugate CCs and set of CFs for the CP
SCLD signals are respectively given as [5] 
Cr(/3;t)2,1 = 
u(T)rle-j2�T A(t)+Cw(/3;t)2,1' for delays around t=O and /3=irl, i integer, 

co L-l u(T)[(N + L)T]-le-J2"�T f Lg(t -1T)g'(t -IT+- NT +tyJ2nJlt dt+Cw(l3;t)2,1' �/=O 
for delays around t = ±NT and /3 = b[ (N + L )Trl , b integer, (14) 

lCr,2,l = {/3: /3 = ir-l, i integer, when t varies around zero} 

u{/3: /3 = b[(N + L)T]-l, b integer, when t varies around ± NT}. (15) 

These results reflect the similarities and differences between CP
SCLD and SCLD signals. As such, the second-order/ one-conjugate 
CCs and set of CFs is as for SCLD around zero delay. On the other 
hand, non-zero CCs are also obtained for CP-SCLD for delays 
around ±NT, which accounts for the existence of the CP (this is 
referred to as the CP-induced cyclostationarity). The periodicity of 
the time-varying cumulant is related to the symbol period in the 
fonner case and the block duration in the latter case; this is reflected 
in the expressions of the CFs. 
The second-order/ one-conjugate CCs and the set of CFs for OFDM 
signals are respectively given as [2], [9] 

cr(/3; t)2,1 =,A 2cs,2,Ir-le-j2m;�TEK(t)A(t) + cw(/3; t)2,1' (16) 

lCr,2,l = {/3: /3 = ir-l, i integer} , (17) 

where EK(t) = ejx(K-lW< sin(7tK!ift)/sin(7tK!ift). As for the SCID 
and CP-SCID signals, the exp-ession for the second-order/ one
conjugate CCs in (16) is valid only at CFs given in (17) and for certain 
delays. It is noteworthy that the values of such delays are around:zero and 
±Tu , with the latter due to the existence of the CPo 
Similar to generic OFDM signals, the mobile WIMAX OFDM 
signals also exhibit second-order cyclostationarity with non
zero CCs at delays around zero and ±T" (symbol- and CP-induced 
cyclostationarity, respectively). There is also preamble- and pilot
induced cyclostationarity. The preamble-induced 
cyclostationarity is due to the preamble repetition in each 
frame [7]. This results in the second-order/ one-conjugate CCs 
at CFs and delays equal to integer multiples of the frame 
duration, TF, with the set of CFs respectively given by [7] 

00 

cr(/3;t)2,1 = TF-l(J� f I g(tt e-j21tP'dt, 

where u; is the variance of the data symbols in the preamble. 

(18) 

(19) 

The second-order cyclostationarity can be used to distinguish 
between SCLD (symbol-induced), CP-SCLD (symbol- and CP
induced), and OFDM (CP-induced) signals, as well as to identifY 
standard OFDM signals, such as mobile WiMAX (symbol-, CP- and 
preamble-induced). 

C. Higher-Order Signal Cyclostationarity 

The nth-order/ q-conjugate CCs and the set of CFs for the SCLD 

signals are given respectively as [3] 

c (/3;'t) = ,A'c r-le-j2m;yT ej(·-2q)9i2n.v; L:�(-)." r ',q S,',q 
q=O, ... ,n, (20) 

x [i')n (t)rr::><')" (I + t.)e-J2XY'dt, 

lCr,n,q = {/3: /3 = y + (n - 2q)!if, y = ir-l, i integer}, (21) 

where 't = [tl ... t._l]t, with t as the transpose, cs, •. q is the nth

order/q-conjugate cumulant of the signal constellation, (*)u 
represents a possible conjugation of the u th tenn so that the total 

number of conjugations is q , u = I, ... , n , and (-)u is the minus sign 

from the conjugation (*)u' u = I, ... , n -I . Examples of Cs,n,q values 

for diverse signal constellations are provided in Table 1; for other 

signal constellations the reader is referred to [3]-[4]. As w(t) is a 



stationary, zero-mean Gaussian process, its cumulants are time 

independent, and non-zero only for the second-order. Since higher

order (n 2: 3) CCs are of interest, the noise contribution does not 

appear in (20). Note that (20) holds only for a certain delay range 

and CFs given in (21); otheIWise, this is zero. From (20), it follows 

that the timing, phase, and frequency offsets yield a CC rotation. 

Moreover, the CC is directly proportional to the n th power of the 

signal amplitude, n th-order/ q -conjugate cumulant of the signal 

constellation, reciprocal of the symbol period, and functional 

S(n,q,'T,y,p(t»= J:p(')' (tm::: p('). (t +tu)e-J2"Y'dt. This functional 

depends on the CC order, number of conjugations, delay-vector, 

frequency y , and pulse shape. 

The (symbol-induced) higher-order cyclostationarity can be used to 

discriminate SCLD signals, i.e., to identify M-ASK, M-PSK, and 

M-QAM signals based on the values in Table 1. For example, the 

recognition of 8-PSK and 16-PSK signals necessitates CCs of order 

eight (see the columns in the table corresponding to these 

modulations). 

Table l. Theoretical cumulants of unit signal constellations [3]-[4]. 
BPSK QPSK 8-PSK 16-PSK 16-QAM 64-QAM 

Cs,2,O 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Cs,2,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Cs,4,O -2 1 0 0 -0,68 -0,6 19 
Cs,4,1 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
Cs,4,2 -2 -I -I -I -0.68 -0.6 19 
Cs,6,O 16 0 0 0 0 0 
Cs,6,1 16 -4 0 0 2.08 1.7972 
Cs,6,2 16 0 0 0 0 0 
Cs,6,3 16 4 4 4 2.08 1.7972 
Cs,8,O -272 -34 1 0 - 13.9808 - 1 1.5022 
Cs,8,1 -272 0 0 0 0 0 
Cs,8,2 -272 34 0 0 - 13.9808 - 1 1.5022 
Cs,8,3 -272 0 0 0 0 0 
Cs,8,4 -272 -34 -33 -33 - 13.9808 - 1 1.5022 

IV. SIGNAL CYCLOSTATIONARITY - ApPLICATIONS 
A. First-, Second-, and Higher-Order CCs for AM, FSK, 

SCLD, CP-SCLD, and OFDM Signal Detection and 

ClassifICation 

The theoretical results presented in Section III yield several 

important conclusions: - First-order cyclostationarity can be used 

to discriminate AM (a single CF), M-FSK (M CFs), and SCLD, 

CP-SCLD, OFDM, and noise (no CFs); - Second-order 

cyclostationarity can be employed to distinguish between SCLD 

(symbol-induced cyclostationarity), CP-SCLD (both symbol- and 

CP-induced cyclostationarity), OFDM (CP-induced cyclostationarity), 

and noise (neither symbol- nor CP-induced cyclostationarity). 

Moreover, standard signals can be identified Here we consider the 

example of mobile WiMAX OFDM signals (symbol-, CP-, and 

preamble-induced cyclostationarity); for the LTE OFDM signals 

the reader is referred to [8] and [9]; - Furthermore, higher-order 

cyclostationarity can be employed to identify the modulation type 

of SCLD and CP-SCLD signals, i.e., M-ASK, M-PSK, or M

QAM. The application of signal cyclostationarity to signal detection 

and classification is illustrated in Fig. 3. This provides a general algoritlun; 

in specific frequency bands only some of the considered signals are 

expected, and the algorithm can be simplified accordingly. 

A first-order CF First-order 
cyclostationarity 

M first-order CFs 

AM No first rder CF M-FSK 

SCLD, CP-SCLD, OFDM, Noise 

Symbol-induced Second-order 
cyclostationarity 

Neither symbol

nor CP-induced 

Symbol- and CP

induced 

SCLD CP-SCLD 

Higher-order 
cyclostationarity 

M-PSK, M -QAM, M -ASK 

CP-induced 

OFDM 

Certain frequency bands 

and Til 

Second-order 
cyclostationarity 

Noise 

Preamble-induced 

Mobile OFDM WiMAX 

Fig. 3. Application of cyclostationarity to signal detection and 
classification. 

Due to space constraints, we provide only a brief treatment on the 
application of second-order cyclostationarity for signal detection 
and classification. We first distinguish between the SCLD/noise 
and the CP-SCLD/OFDM classes by exploiting the CP-induced 
features. OFDM and CP-SCLD signals are associated with peaks in 
the second-order/ one-conjugate CC magnitude at zero CF and 
delays around ±T" and ±NT ,respectively. No such peaks exist for 
SCLD signals and noise. Note that the second-order/ one conjugate 
CC magnitude of the received signal is estimated at zero CF 
(13 = 0) and over a delay range large enough to cover possible 
values of the T" and NT. The minimum delay must be sufficiently 
far from zero to serve as an unambiguous discriminating feature. 
Over the considered delay range, we select the delay value for 
which the CC magnitude reaches a local maximum. The 
cyclostationarity test developed in [23] is used to check whether 
13 = 0 is indeed a CF for the selected delay. It involves the 
comparison of a statistic calculated from the estimated second
order/ one-conjugate CC at the aforementioned CF and delay, 
against a threshold. A more detailed description is given in 



Appendix B. If /3 = 0 is found to be a CF, i.e., the test statistic 
exceeds the threshold, the decision is CP-SCLD/OFDM class; 
otherwise SCLD/noise class. After signal class identification, 
SCLD signals and noise, and CP-SCLD and OFDM signals are 
respectively distinguished by exploiting the symbol-induced 
second-order cyclostationarity, viz., the existence of peaks in the 
second-order/ one-conjugate CC magnitude of SCLD and CP
SCLD signals at non-zero CF and zero delay. As such, the 
magnitude of the second-order/ one-conjugate CC is estimated at 
zero delay and over a CF range which excludes zero CF. The 
:frequency for which the CC magnitude reaches a local maximum is 
selected as a candidate CF. The same cyclostationarity test is then 
employed to check whether the candidate CF is indeed a CF for 
zero delay. In this case, the statistic is calculated based on the 
estimated second-order/ one-conjugate CC at candidate CF and zero 
delay. If the candidate CF is found to be a CF, the decision that an 
SCLD or an CP-SCLD signal is present is made. 
Furthermore, for the recognition of the mobile WiMAX OFDM 
signal in the frequency bands specified by the standard [19]-[21], 
the estimated delay related to the CP-induced cyclostationarity [12], 
is compared against those corresponding to the standard [9], and 
the existence of the preamble-induced second-order 
cyclostationarity verified. For the latter, the second-order/ one
conjugate CC is estimated at zero CF and delay equal to TF, and 
the previously mentioned cyclostationarity test is applied to make a 
decision on the existence of the WiMAX OFDM signal. 

Note that second-order CCs at non-zero CFs can be additionally 
employed to verify the CP-induced cyclostationarity of OFDM and 
CP-SCLD signals; this improves detection and classification 
performance at the cost of increased complexity [2]. Also, more 
than one CF can be checked when exploiting the preamble-induced 
cyclostationarity for mobile OFDM WiMAX signal recognition 
[7]; in this case, an extension of the previously mentioned 
cyclostationarity test needs to be applied [24]. 

For approaches based on first- and higher-order cyclostationarity, 
the reader is referred to [1], [3], [4]. Moreover, the exploitation of 
spatial receive diversity to improve the classification performance 
is addressed in [3]. 

Note that the first- and second-order cyclostationarity based signal 
detection and classification algorithms have the advantage of 
avoiding the need for the recovety of the carrier, waveform, and 
symbol timing, or the estimation of noise and signal power [1]-[2], 
[5]-[9]. On the other hand, the higher-order cyclostationarity-based 
algorithm requires estimation of the signal amplitude and 
waveform recovety [3]. 

B. First- and Second-Order CCS for Blind Parameter 

Estimation 

In addition to distinctive features for signal detection and 
classification, the CF domain gives information on diverse signal 
parameters. Based on results presented in Section Ill, we can draw 
the following conclusions: - According to (9), the frequency offset 
can be estimated for AM signals from the position of the CF; -
Based on (11), the frequency deviation of FSK signals can be 
obtained from the distance between two consecutive CFs, after 
which the frequency offset can be calculated based on the position 
of a specific CF; - From (13) and (15), it can be seen that the 

symbol-induced second-order cyclostationarity exhibited by SCLD 
and CP-SCLD signals yields information on the signal period 1 ; 
- Further, the CP-induced second-order cyclostationarity of CP
SCLD signals yields estimates of the number of data and CP 
symbols (see (14) and (15) and the comments after); - The CP
induced second-order cyclostationarity of OFDM signals provides 
estimates of the useful symbol and CP durations (see (16) and (17) 
and the comments which follow them). 

We present an example of the application of second-order 

cyclostationarity to blind parameter estimation, viz., the estimation 

of the number of data and CP symbols in a CP-SCLD transmission 

block. Both symbol- and CP-induced cyclostationarity are used in a 

three stage process: (1) The symbol period is estimated from the 

corresponding symbol-induced peak in the second-order/ one

conjugate CC magnitude at zero delay; (2) The number of data 

symbols in a block, N, is estimated by exploiting the existence of 

the CP-induced peak in the CC magnitude at delay NT and zero 

CF; (3) The number of CP symbols, L , is estimated based on the 

CP-induced peaks in the CC magnitude at delay NT and CFs 

other than zero. A perfect estimate of the symbol period is 

considered here, and, thus, we focus only on the second and third 

steps. For the second step, the CC magnitude of the received signal 

is estimated at /3 = 0 and a delay range whose limits are set using a 
priori knowledge of the minimum and maximum values of N. The 

delay for which the CC magnitude reaches a local maximum is 

selected, i.e., t = argmax{ I Cr (0; 'T) I }, 'T e [NminT,NmaxT], where 

N min and N max as the� minimum and maximum numbers of data 

symbols in a transmission block, respectively, and the hat symbol 

standing for the estimated value. Note that this information may be 

available from the classification algorithm. The number of data 

symbols in a block is chosen as N = L t / T 1 , with L·1 denoting the 

nearest integer function. The CC magnitude is then estimated at the 

previously selected delay and for a certain range of positive CFs. 

Given that this range should be small to limit the number of 

estimates and that significant CC magnitude values are attained 

only for a small number of CFs greater than zero, the value of the 

integer b can be limited to an appropriately chosen bmax• Moreover, 

as the CFs in the considered range are given by b[(N + L)Trl, with 

b as a positive integer and L unknown, we choose the CF range by 

taking into account that 0 < L < N. The frequency for which the CC 

magnitude reaches a local maximum, 13, is selected as 

13 =argmax{1 Cr (/3; t) I }, /3e«2NTrI, brnax(NT)-I), with N 
previBusly obtained. Then, the number of symbols in the CP is 

estimated as i = Lb(13T)-1 -N 1, with b as the minimum integer 

between 1 and bmax for which a positive value is obtained for i. 
Note that, although theory indicates that the maximum peak 

occurs for b = 1, the possibility of selecting another peak under 

short observation period and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

conditions justifies the constraint of be [1, brnax]' Note that the 

I Note that in practice we use discrete-time signals obtained by sampling the 
corresponding continuous-time signals at rate f.. Hence, the CCS and CPs have 
to be correspondingly considered [1]-[9]. For example, the CPs irl become 
i(Tl.fl. Since I. is aknown parameter, T canbeobtainedfromtheseCPs. 



second-order cyclostationarity-based parameter estimation algorithm 

has the important advantage of avoiding the need for carrier and 

wavefonn recovel)', or estimation of noise and signal power [6]. On 
the other hand, the frequency offset represents a parameter which is 

estimated from the first-order cyclostationarity. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The application of second-order signal cyclostationarity to signal 
detection and classification, and blind parameter estimation was 
investigated using simulation experiments. 

A. Simulation Setup 

CP-SCLD signals are simulated with a 16-QAM constellation, 
bandwidth B = 1.25 MHz, and a root raised cosine pulse shape 
with a roll-off factor of 0.35 at the transmit side. Unless otherwise 
indicated, L = 32 (L/ N = 1/4). ill addition, Is is set to 5 MHz, 
tlfc to 500 kHz, e and E are random variables uniformly 
distributed over [-7t,7t) and [0,1), respectively, and bmax equals 8. 
Additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN), and lTU-R pedestrian 
and vehicular A fading channels are considered. The delay spread 
profile of the fading channels is specified in [25]. The maximum 
Doppler spread is 9.72 Hz and 194.44 Hz for the pedestrian and 
vehicular fading channels, respectively. The out-of-band noise is 
removed at the receive side, and the SNR is set at the output of the 
receive filter. The decision threshold with the cyclostationarity test 
set to 27.631. Unless otherwise indicated, the observation periods 
equal 6.4 ms and 12.8 ms, respectively. The probability of correct 
signal detection and classification, pj:IS), with s as the signal type, is 
used for perfonnance evaluation. We assume perfect knowledge of 
the signal bandwidth; the reader is referred to [2] for the effect of 
bandwidth estimation on perfonnance. The nonnalized mean 
squared error (NMSE) is used as the perfonnance measure for 
parameter estimation. Note that nonnalization is perfonned with 
respect to the second power of the true parameter value. 

B. Performance of Cyclostationarity-Based Algorithms 

The detection and classification perfonnance for the CP-SCLD 
signals, and the perfonnance of the estimators for N and f are 
respectively plotted versus SNR in Fig. 4 and 5. Additional results 
are given in [1]-[9]. The probability Pd�CP.gCLDICP.SCLD) is plotted 
versus SNR in Fig. 4 a). The performance is vel)' similar for the 
A WGN and pedestrian fading channels. This behaviour holds 
regardless of the observation period. Neither 6.4 ms nor 12.8 ms 
is adequate to provide an acceptable perfonnance in the vehicular 
fading channel, even with an increase in the SNR and that a longer 
observation period is needed (see Fig. 4 b)). 
Figs. 5 a) and b) show the perfonnance dependence of the 
estimators for the number of data symbols, N, and CP symbols, f, 
in a CP-SCLD transmission block, respectively. The NMSE of the 
corresponding parameter estimator is plotted as a function of SNR, 
for the three channels. illterestingly, the channel type has little 
effect on the perfonnance for either estimator. As expected, a 
longer observation period leads to an improved perfonnance. The 
estimator for the number of data symbols perfonns better than that 
for the CP symbols; this can be easily explained, as the latter is 
dependent on the fonner 
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Fig. 4. Perfonnance for detection and classification of the CP

SCLD signals versus SNR in AWGN (solid line), lTU-R 
pedestrian A (dashed line), and lTU-R vehicular A (dash-dot 
line) channels. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 5. Perfonnance of a) N and b) f versus SNR in AWGN 
(solid line), lTU-R pedestrian A (dashed line), and lTU-R 
vehicular A (dash-dot line) channels. 

Note that the perfonnance of both detection and classification and 
parameter estimation algorithms depends on the ratio of L and N. 
For example, if L = N /8, a perfonnance degradation is observed 
relative to the L = N / 4 case [5]-[6]. The weakened CP-induced 
peak in the CC magnitude resulting from the shorter CP duration 
can be more easily missed in the search. Note that the perfonnance 
can be improved by using a larger observation period [5]-[6]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
An overview of the work carried out by our group on the 
application of cyclostationarity to joint signal detection, 
classification, and blind parameter estimation has been presented. 
First-order cyclostationarity is used to identify AM versus M-FSK 
versus SCLD/CP-SCLD/OFDMlnoise classes, second-order 
cyclostationarity is utilized to classify SCLD versus CP-SCLD 
versus OFDM versus noise, and higher-order cyclostationarity is 
employed to identify the modulation type of SCLD and CP
SCLD signals. Moreover, second-order cyclostationarity can be 
used to identify standard OFDM signals, such as mobile WiMAX. 
First- and second-order cyclostationarity can be also applied for 
blind parameter estimation, such as frequency offset, frequency 
deviation, useful symbol duration, symbol period, and number of 
data and CP symbols in a transmission block. Further work is in 
progress to address additional standard signals and multiple 
antenna scenarios. 
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Appendix A: Time Domain Parameters of Signal 

Cyclostationarity and Their Sample Estimates 

For a complex-valued continuous-time nth-order cyclostationary 

process, r(t) , the nth-order/ q-conjugate time-varying cumulant, 

Cr(t;T)n,q , is an (almost) periodic function of time, and can be 

expressed as an exponential Fourier series [26], 

( ) _ � (f.l. ) j2,,�t Cr t,T n,q - L.J Cr .... ,T n,qe , (22) 
f3eK,..n.q 

where the coefficient represents the nth-order/ q-conjugate CC of 

r(t) at CF J3 and delay vector T, given by 

. _ .  -If 
112 • -f2opt cr(J3,T)nq -hmI Cr(t,T)nqe dt. • 1-+00 -112 • (23) 

The nth-order/ q-conjugate time-varying cumulant is expressed in 

terms of the nth- and lower-orders moments, through the moment to 

cumulant formula, as [26] (.>1 (-)n-l (.)/1 Cr(t;T)n,q =Cum[r (t+'TI) ... r (t+'Tn_l)r (t)] 
z = L (-I/-I(Z-I)!I1mr(t;Tz)n"q" {Pt •...• Pz) z=1 

(24) 

where (*)u' u = 1, ... ,n ,represents a possible conjugation, so that the 

total number of conjugations is q, {kJw .. ,kJz} is a partition of 

kJ = {1,2, ... ,n}, with kJz 's, z = 1, ... ,Z , as non-empty disjoint subsets 
of kJ , so that their reunion is kJ, Z is the number of the subsets in a 

partition (1:::; Z :::; n), T z is a delay vector whose components are 

elements of {'Tw .. , 'Tn_I' 'Tn = O} , with indices specified by kJz' and nz 

is the number of elements in the subset kJz , from which qz 

correspond to conjugate terms. Note that I:=lnz = n and 

I:lqz = q . Furthermore, mr(t;Tz)n"q, is the nz th-order/ qz 
conjugate time-varying moment of r(t), defined as 



( .. >t.: (-)2.: (")n:.: 
mr(t;Tz)n"q, = E[r (t + tl,Z)r (t + t2,Z) ... r (t + tn"z)]' (25) 

where tv,z' v = 1, ... , nz, are the components of the delay vector T z' 
and (*)v,z' v = 1, ... ,nz, represents a possible conjugation, 

corresponding to the subset f.J z and the conjugate tenns in (24), so 
that the total number of conjugations is q z • 

The nth-order/ q-conjugate CC of r(t) at CF 13 and delay vector T 
can be expressed as [26] z 
Cr(I3;T)n,q = L (-I/-I(Z -I)! L II mr(Xz;Tz)n"q" (26) {$", .. . ,pz} xtl=� z=1 
where X=[XI ... XZt is a vector of CFs, 1 is a Z -dimensional one 

vector, and mr(Xz;T.)n" q, is the nz th-order/ qz -conjugate cyclic 

moment of r(t) atcycleftequen cy XZ and delay vector Tz ,definedas 

(27) 

Eq. (26) represents the so called cyclic moment to cumulant 
formula, which gives the nth-order CCs as a function of the 
nth- and lower-orders cyclic moments. 

If the sampling rate I. fulfills the condition of no aliasing 

[26], the nth-order/ q-conjugate CCs of the discrete-time 

signal r(m) = r(t)LII!f.-' are given by Cr(�;T)n,q = Cr (131.-1; Tfs)n,q' 
A similar expression can be also written for cyclic moments 

[26]. Furthermore, (22)-(27) can be easily rewritten for 

discrete-time signals (see, for example, [27]). The estimate of 

the nzth-order/ qz-conjugate cyclic moment based on Ns 
samples is given by [27] 

A ( . ) _ N-I�N, (')", ( - ) ('h,,( - ) mr Xz,Tz n"q, - s L..m=lr m+tl,z r m+t2,z .-
x Y")"" (m + Tn"z)e-j2ni,m, (28) 

where Tz = Tzfs, with its components Tv,z =tv,zfs, v=I, ... ,nz, 
and'lL = Xzfs-I. Then, the estimate of the nth-order/ q

conjugate CCs, based on Ns observed samples, Cr(I3;T)n,q, is 

obtained by replacing the cyclic moment estimates in the 

cyclic moment to cumulant formula [27]. 

Eqs. (24)-(25) can be easily written for stationary processes, by 

dropping the t-dependency, and further simplified for random 

variables. Consider the variable s/, with values taken from the 

alphabet corresponding to a signal constellation. The nzth-order/ 

qz-conjugate moment of the constellation is defined as 

m =E[(s*)q'(s)n, -q']=M -I�M (t)q, (s )n, -q, . (29) s.nz,qz I I �m=l m m 
Then, by using the moment to cumulant formula, the nth

order/ q-conjugate cumulant of the signal constellation, Cs,n,q , 

can be easily expressed in terms of moments as z 
Cs,n,q=Cum[(s;)q(s/)"-q]= L (-I)Z-I(Z-I)!IIms,n"q, ' (30) {p, , ... ,pz } z=1 

Appendix B: Cyclostationarity Test 

The cyclostationarity test developed in [23] is used for decision

making in signal detection and classification. The presence of a 

CF is formulated as a binary hypothesis-testing problem, i.e., 
under hypothesis H 0 the tested frequency 13' is not a CF at delay 

t, and under hypothesis HI the tested frequency 13' is a CF at 

delay t. The cyclostationarity test consists of the following three 

steps: 

(l) - The nth-order/ q-conjugate CC of the received signal is 

estimated (from Ns samples) at tested frequency 13' and delay t, 
and a vector 

Cn,q = [Re{cr(I3';t)n,q} lm{cr(I3';t)n,q}] (31) 

is formed, with cr(I3';t)n,q as the CC estimates and ReO and 

1m {-} as the real and imaginary parts, respectively; 

(2) - A statistic, 

(32) 

is computed for the tested :frequency, 13', and delay, t. Here -1 

denotes the matrix inverse and i:.n,q is an estimate of the 

covariance matrix of the real and imaginary parts of the CC 

estimates [23]; 

(3) - The test statistic IJI 2,1' calculated for the tested :frequency 13' 
and delay t, is compared against a threshold r . If IJI 2,1 � r , 13' 
is evaluated to be a CF at delay t ; otherwise not. r is set for a 

desired (asymptotic) probability of deciding that 13' is a CF for 

the delay t, given that this is not, which is expressed as 

Pr{IJI 2,1 � r I Ho} . Since IJI 2,1 has an asymptotic chi-square 

distribution with two degrees of freedom under the hypothesis 

H 0 [23], r can be obtained from tables of the chi-squared 

distribution for the desired (asymptotic) probability. 


